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Summary of Results 
 Demonstrated feasibility of non-invasive, marker-free motion capture 

based on registration of projections of 3D CT imaging with 2D stereo 
pairs of fluoroscope imaging. 

 Sub-millimeter accuracy based on validation with motion generated by 
calibrated translational stage.  
(10 position stage translation mean absolute error = 0.01 mm) 

 Cuda’s 3D texture capabilities support efficient memory access and 
interpolation for computing projections of full CT data set. 

 Implementing pixel computation using thread-level parallelism 
accelerated DRR computation by ~ 250X. 
(700 msec CPU vs 2.8 msec GPU) 

 Computation time for registration to a complete stereo fluoroscope 
imaging sequence reduced from 15 hours to ~1 hour by parallelizing the 
DRR and normalized correlation coefficient (NCC). 

 

Data Acquisition 
3D: CT scanner          2D: Bi-plane Fluoroscope   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

DRRACC Projection + Correlation + Optimization = (Framewise) Motion Capture 

We present initial results from a marker-free system for measuring bone motion by registering computed 2D projections of 3D bone geometry with stereo pairs of 2D 
fluoroscope images. Bone geometry is obtained by segmenting 3D CT scan data, and simulated projections (DRRs) are computed using the CUDA-accelerated DRRACC 
software demonstrated at GTC2013. Bone motion is determined by optimizing correlations of corresponding simulated (DRR) and measured (fluoroscope) 2d image pairs. 

Results  include  animations of bone motions, validation of measurement accuracy, and  timings for processing data sets. 
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CT data is segmented to identify  
voxel set for each bone.  

Intensity file and label file comprise the motion 
capture inputs from the 3D imaging system. 

Imaging of calibration block defines camera geometry (source and screen locations).  
Dual fluoroscopes capture synchronized stereo image pairs.  

Camera geometry and stereo image pairs comprise the motion capture inputs  
from the 2D imaging systems. 
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